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Abstract

Sentiment analysis of short social media
texts is a challenging task due to limited
contextual information and noise in texts.
We present a deep convolutional model that
utilizes unsupervised pre-trained word em-
beddings to detect offensive texts. Unfor-
tunately, the model cannot outperform the
baseline model in task-1 of the Germeval
Task 2018 in terms of the F1-measure.

1 Introduction

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a subtask in Text Classi-
fication (TC) that focuses on the contextual mining
of texts that are related to some specific objects.
SA has great potential for several different applica-
tions. For instance, for a recommender system it is
critical to know the interests of the customers. Fur-
thermore, SA is also useful to find out the public
opinion concerning highly sensitive political topics,
as was the case in the study by Ross et al. (2016),
in which Twitter texts were used to detect hate
speech in the European refugee crisis. Usually, SA
includes methods from different disciplines such
as natural language processing (NLP) and machine
learning (ML) (Pang et al., 2002).

The detection of offensive language in the Ger-
meval Task 2018 is a typical task in SA. The sub-
mitted models should be able to categorize tweets
into offensive or neutral for task-1 and into more
fine-grained categories, namely neutral, profanity,
insult and abuse, in task-2. Both, basic features and
deep learning features, were used and combined
with a classical ML model and a deep model in
order to find out how the best result for the task can
be achieved.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II
the architecture for the task is presented. Section III
details the experimental setup and results. Finally,
Section IV gives a short conclusion and discusses
future work.

2 Model Description

The deep learning model shows remarkable perfor-
mance in SA tasks as was shown by Nogueira dos
Santos and Gatti (2014) as well as in NLP sequen-
tial text generation (Sutskever et al., 2011). The
former study used a Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) that uses convolution filters to extract local
features in order to classify texts. In the latter study,
a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) captures the
dependencies of data in a time-sequential way. In
our case, we used a CNN model due to its perfor-
mance in NLP tasks.

2.1 Architecture

Our model is a variation of the CNN by Kim (2014)
as depicted in Figure 1. For the model, two chan-
nels were used for static and non-static represen-
tations of inputs with word embeddings (Mikolov
et al., 2013). After maximizing the feature map
with a max pooling operator as was presented by
Kim (2014) a dense layer was added and its output
entered into a second convolution layer

cs = f (w ·max{c}+b), (1)

where c is the feature map, w and b the weights
connected to the dense layer. It was found that,
without this structure, the results are even worse.
The output of the second convolution layer is con-
catenated and used as the input for the last dense
layers. The final predicted sentiment label is output
by a softmax layer.

2.2 Network Training

In our task let T = t1, ..., tm be a set of texts to be
categorized, and c = c1, ...,cn a set of sentiment
classes, then the task of categorizing can be de-
scribed as a surjective mapping f : T →C, where
f (t) = c ∈ C yields the correct class for t ∈ T .
Given a text, the model calculates a score for each
sentiment class c∈C. The network is hence trained
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Figure 1: The architecture of the model with two input channels.

by minimizing the negative likelihood for the train-
ing set T defined in Equation 2.

logL(c|t,Θ) =
m

∑
i=1

p(c|ti,Θ)− log
n

∑
j=1

esΘ(ti)c j (2)

For each input text ti, the sentiment score sΘ(ti)c for
the sentiment label c is calculated by the network
with the parameter Θ. The probability of a senti-
ment class ck given the input ti is the proportion
of the sentiment class c over all sentiment classes
c j ∈ C, j = 1, ...,n and is calculated as shown in
Equation 3.

p(ck|ti,Θ) =
esΘ(ti)ck

∑n
j=1 esΘ(ti)c j

(3)

To predict a sentiment class it has to be determined
which Θ maximizes the probability for a certain
class as is shown in Equation 4.

c̃ = arg max
Θ

p(c|ti,Θ) (4)

In order to solve this optimization task
ADADELTA, as proposed by Zeiler (2012),
was applied.

2.3 Regularization
In order to regularize the parameters the L2 norm
was used in the convolution layers and a batch nor-
malization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) in the dense
layers. The training does not stop until the valida-
tion accuracy does not improve any further within
25 epochs.

3 Experimental Setup and Results

The tasks are implemented with NLTK (Loper
and Bird, 2002), Keras (Chollet, 2017), Scikit-
learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and TreeTagger
(Schmid, 1995). For task-1 four machine learn-
ing approaches were used: Naı̈ve Bayes, SVM, a

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and our deep model.
The basic models give a base-line performance for
task-1. Afterwards, the deep model was build to
upgrade the results for both tasks. All models are
evaluated with respects of precision, recall and F1-
measure. Before the setup is explained in more
detail, the features used are briefly introduced.

3.1 Feature Selection
In text classification tasks the selection of features
is a critical step. On the one hand, well selected
features are necessary to achieve highly accurate
results. On the other hand, they help to reduce the
feature space and as a consequence to minimize the
time complexity (Yang and Pedersen, 1997).

Basic Features: Before the selection of features,
all stop-words, repeated words and the punctuation
were removed. Wang and Castanon (2015) showed
that emoticons help in sentiment analysis tasks,
however, this was not taken into account in our
classification. The following three representations
of text documents incorporating different features
were compared:

• bag of words (BoW),

• TF-IDF of the BoW,

• Word n−grams (bi- and trigrams)

We also tried to select the top most common k
n−grams to serve as a dictionary. However, due to
an almost uniform distribution of n−grams in the
corpus, this approach gives less informative feature
representations.

Deep Learning Features: In order to use the
similar contextual semantic of words, we used un-
supervised pre-trained word embeddings (Mikolov
et al., 2013) from the following resources:

• German twitter data between 2013 and 2017,
with 100 dimensions and window size 5 pro-
vided by Ruppenhofer (2018),
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• German Wikipedia and news articles, with
300 dimensions and window size 5 from
Müller (2015)

3.2 Setup

Features: Table 1 shows the abbreviations for the
features considered in both classification tasks.

Abbrv. Feature

RAW only raw texts
RAW* with replacement of mention and hash

tag
STM BoW after stemming
LEM BoW after lemmatizing
TFI TF-IDF of BoW
STF TF-IDF of BoW after stemming
LTF TF-IDF of BoW after lemmatizing
BIG word bigrams after stemming
TRG word trigrams after stemming
MIG mixture of BIG and TRG

Table 1: Features considered in the classification
tasks.

In order to evaluate the fitting of the models
for our data, a 10-fold cross validation was used.
In each cross step, models with different features
were evaluated regarding precision, recall and f-
measure. After the best accuracy was achieved the
most appropriate features and model was selected.
The results will be given in 3.3.

Models: For the three basic models the default
parameter settings from NLTK were used. In order
to select the best version for the deep model, the
following model variations were tested:

• Random: the word embeddings are initialized
randomly and learned during training,

• Static: the word embeddings are initialized
with previously pre-trained word embeddings
and not changed during training,

• Non-static: one channel is set as static and
the other as non-static. The static channel
gives a basic word representation in the se-
mantic space, while the other channel is ad-
justed during the learning process, so it can
give a plausible representation of words in the
given context.

3.3 Results
The results for the 10-fold cross-validation of three
basic machine learning models for task-1 with dif-
ferent features are given in Table 2. As can be seen,
unigram features lead to less information in the
classification, while trigrams give the best preci-
sion results. Since the sequential and contextual in-
formation between words are encoded in trigrams,
it enables a model to classify offensive texts better.
Of all three basic models, the Naı̈ve Bayes using
BoW and stemmed texts performs best in terms of
the F1 measure.

Model Feature P R F1

Naı̈ve
Bayes

RAW 0.542 0.789 0.623
RAW* 0.536 0.756 0.627
STM 0.556 0.784 0.651
LEM 0.558 0.779 0.650
BIG 0.570 0.225 0.323
TRG 0.775 0.018 0.036
MIG 0.565 0.222 0.319

MLP

RAW 0.654 0.473 0.549
RAW* 0.651 0.439 0.524
STM 0.661 0.493 0.565
LEM 0.669 0.495 0.569
TFI 0.629 0.511 0.564
STF 0.626 0.509 0.561
LTF 0.638 0.490 0.554
BIG 0.748 0.069 0.126
TRG 0.875 0.012 0.025
MIG 0.836 0.033 0.064

SVM

TFI 0.663 0.513 0.579
STF 0.677 0.524 0.591
LTF 0.680 0.523 0.591
BIG 0.777 0.056 0.104
TRG 0.917 0.007 0.013
MIG 0.857 0.025 0.048

Table 2: Evaluation results of the basic models for
task-1.

Additionally, Table 3 shows stems of words that
often occur in offensive twitter texts. They were
selected by their informativeness which is based
on the prior probability that features occur for each
label. These may be useful in a later approach in
order to set up a knowledge base.

Table 4 shows the best results for our deep model
for task-1, achieved using word embeddings pre-
trained on Twitter data, as suggested by Rezaeinia
et al. (2017). The model performs best with a static
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Stem Informativeness

murksel 21.68
scheiss 19.09
pack 17.95
idiot 17.34
wand 14.20
deutschfeind 12.09
entsorgt 10.07
gehirn 8.31
hitl 7.18
altmai 6.65

Table 3: The 10 most informative features detected
by the Naı̈ve Bayes model.

Class P R F1

OTHER 0.778 0.918 0.840
OFFENSIVE 0.754 0.470 0.572

Table 4: Evaluation results of the CNN model for
task-1.

initialization. However, the Naı̈ve Bayes model per-
forms better in this task. One possible explanation
for the poor performance of our model is the lack in
sufficient training data. For example Kim’s (2014)
training data set was on average of double the size.
Another possible explanation is that the quality of
the pre-trained word embeddings is not sufficient.
As we have seen the word embeddings include a
lot of noise. Subsequently, three runs of the static
deep model using Twitter word embeddings were
submitted as:

• FoSIL coarse 1.txt,

• FoSIL coarse 2.txt, and

• FoSIL coarse 3.txt.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we used basic ML methods and a deep
CNN model in order to classify texts into differ-
ent categories regarding offensive language. The
results show that the Naı̈ve Bayes model performs
better in task-1 in comparison to our proposed CNN
model. The reasons might be the small amount of
training data as well as the poor quality of the pro-
vided word embeddings. Tai et al. (2015) showed
that sequential models perform best in sentiment
analysis tasks, which is why these models should

be further tested. However, also further features
should be considered. For instance, in order to
distinguish texts including profanity from those,
that include abuse and insults, it would be useful
to take Part-of-Speech (POS) into account as Reza-
einia et al. (2017) suggest to use POS and word
embeddings to improve classification accuracy. As
emoticons occur in both, neutral texts and offen-
sive texts, it should be analyzed how they might
influence the classification results. Furthermore,
Nogueira dos Santos and Gatti (2014) used word-
level embeddings as well character-level embed-
dings to catch morphological information in order
to classify short texts.
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